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Wonderful Copenhagen!
Copenhagen is the capital, and the largest 
city of Denmark, with a population of 1.2 
million.

The city hosts several large conventions, 
conferences, meetings and corporate 
events every year, attracting delegates and 
MICE clients from all over the world.

Copenhagen is well known for its happy 
people, laid back lifestyle and the concept 
of ‘hygge’ - ‘coziness’.

Copenhagen is a very compact city and it is 
easy to get around. This means that it is 
very easy to combine business with 
pleasure by attending the meetings in the 
city center and organising team building in 
the area. 

Copenhagen is also proud of 
Scandinavia’s largest and busiest airport, 
which was ranked Europe’s most efficient 
airport in 2016. 
With over 165 destinations, Copenhagen 
is one of the most well- connected and 
fastest growing airport in the Europe.

And last but not least, Copenhagen is a 
home to several Michelin starred 
restaurants as well as typical restaurants 
serving traditional Danish cuisine, and of 
course delicious Danish pastry.

Being in Copenhagen, means being 
surrounded by canals  which means lots 
of restaurants tables, and hotel beds 
overlooking the water. 

Venice of the North, where people are happiest in the world!

City

14 museums impressive 
gardens

8 castles
Hans Christian 
Andersens city

modern & 
historical 
venues

happy people

safe city seaside



Hotels

picturesque 
locations

There are 9 five star hotels, located in the 
best known areas of Copenhagen, and 38 
four star hotels, located in the city center 
and area. All of them are offering amazing 
interiors, great service, conference facilities 
for big and medium sized groups,  as well as 
delicious meals prepared in their own 
restaurants, and SPA&Wellness treatments.

4 & 5 star Hotels 3 star Hotels Budget Hotels

There are over twenty three star hotels in 
Copenhagen. 
Most of them located in the city center, with 
convenient access to CPH airport and local 
attractions.  3 star hotels in Copenhagen are 
also very well prepared for small sized MICE 
groups, offering conference space.

Copenhagen, regardless what others may 
say, is accessible for all kind of clients, and 
can host low budget groups too. 
There are over 10 hotels, most of the in the 
city center of Copenhagen, within walking 
distance to main local attractions that will fit 
limited budget.  Some of those hotels also 
provide meeting facilities. 

gym

bars & 
restaurants

conference 
space 

conference 
space 

history behind 
the corner

value for 
money great locations

free wi-fi

budget good location 

A designed hotel or with 
history spirit? Copenhagen 
has it all! 

Copenhagen is a vibrant, modern, and fast 
developing capital, at the same time 
remains cosy, with history on each corner.

Each neighborhood has its own identity 
and it’s worth taking time to find the one 
that matches your style and budget.

From luxury 5 star hotels, boutique 
charming hotels, to budget wise, hotels, 
but still well designed - Copenhagen offers 
wide range of them allowing everyone to 
experience this beautiful city.

convenient 
airport access 



Venues 

WOW

Stunning, and for sure unique location for 
intimate executive company dinner.

The place can be also hired for big event up 
to 1000 guests, while engaging the whole 
venue. 

Dining with the sharks Dining among masterpieces Tradition & Design

Beautiful architecture and a stylish setting 
just in the heart of Copenhagen, amony 700 
years of art. 
The venue is excellent for award ceremonies, 
receptions, gala dinners and company 
parties.
Suitable for events from 100 to 1000 guests, 
in different types of settings. 

Start your evening on the boat with a glass 
of Champagne, and dock outside a venue 
that in the past used to be a favourite 
meeting location for Danish well known 
people and celebrities. 
Candles and minglening on the terrace with 
sea side view are just the teaser before you 
enter one of the very first designed places 
in Copenhagen. 

40 - 100 persons

entertainment outside the city 

live music up to 1000 
persons

museum city center 

Local design 50 - 450 persons

boat access  outdoor terrace 

Choosing a venue is the one 
decision that will have the 
largest impact on your 
event.

When organizing an event, you are 
confronted by many decisions. 

Depending of the type of the event, you 
may be looking for something big or small, 
themed, meeting your budget, style and 
also with the wow factor. 

Here, in Copenhagen you will find all kind 
of venues. Why not to host your event 
among well known pieces of art, or by the 
on of Europe’s largest aquarium? 
Are you looking for a place with a water 
view or something totally out of the box? 
Well, in Copenhagen you will find all of it! 



Entertainments 

4-5  hours

Amazing and spectacular show by talented 
performers, and live singers, delicious 
dinner, and afterparty till the morning, that 
what is waiting for you in the heart of 
Copenhagen! 
The moment you enter the venue you will 
forget the world, and enjoy the night! 

Dinner & Musical

MUST SEE

Tivoli Gardens Illuminations Motivate attendees 

Tivoli Gardens, founded in 1843 became a 
national treasure and an international 
attraction.  But don’t be fooled by ones 
describing it as an ‘amusement park’, Tivoli 
Gardens is  much more! A number of superb 
restaurants, attractions, performances, 
stunning gardens, and an open air stage 
plays, make Tivoli Gardens a ‘must see’ when 
in Copenhagen. Our favourite time in Tivoli 
Gardens is for sure Christmas time! 

Speakers, even comedians, and musicians 
can be very inspirational in different ways. 
Why not start the day with an experience 
that will prime everyone to get down to 
business? An ice breaker game can be a nice 
start before the presentations, or a break 
between lectures.

 up to 500 
persons

live 
performance, 
and music

city center 

no limit no limit 

museum / 
gardens outdoor / indoor 

1-2 hours 

indoor / outdoor  

Artwork and performances 
have a direct impact on 
employee productivity

Entertainment is a great way to allow 
attendees to sit back and relax, even for 
just a short time. Local musicians, dancers 
or speakers will give attendees a unique 
experience they wouldn’t have if the 
meeting were held elsewhere.

Entertainment doesn’t have to be 
superficial. Many forms of it can be 
educational and provide a cultural 
experience.

The best part about it is that it’s a shared 
experience. Featuring a performance at a 
meeting automatically gives audience 
something to talk about.

work in groups   



Incentive 

3-4 hours

From the forest floor to the crowns of the 
trees, the forest can be studied and 
experienced up close and at eye level. From 
the top of the view tower you will see 25 km 
view of the rugged South Zealand landscape. 
For the ones who are hungry extreme 
adventures and would like to challenge 
themselves there are climbing parks, if you 
are more into nature admiring you can climb 
in your own pace. 

Adventure in the nature 

MUST SEE

Viking for a day Urban Sailing 

Visit Viking’s Town where its citizens are 
proudly sharing Viking history for over 60 
years now.
Here,  dressed up in authentic clothes  you 
will experience the real life of Viking. You 
will see Vikings homes, fights, try their 
traditional straw, and even take part in 
workshops.

Fun activity for the ones who like speed..
With blockard you can drive up to 50 km/h 
just next to the beautiful city beach in 
Copenhagen. 
Blockard is fast but safe, and you will be 
provided with all safety information.
Everyone can ‘sail’ blockard, if only know 
how to control a bike :) 

10-40 persons

survival outdoor game

2-4 hours 10-100 persons

museum outdoor  / 
indoor game

1 hour 13  persons

provided outdoor game

An intelligent incentive 
program can give your people 
reason to reach a little further, 
try a little harder, and do a 
little more.

Incentive Trips are proven experience and 
highly attractive reward that companies 
can rely upon to encourage employees or 
partners to boost sales, and drive targets.

Depending on the type of business you 
are, or what you have done in the past, we 
will make sure your team will bond and 
feel appreciated by you, when they 
experience our program!

Copenhagen, may be tricky with the 
weather, therefore we always have plan B   
(just in case, so far never used). 

We have something for the ones who enjoy 
competing, discovering, and learning! 



Restaurants 

2-3 hours

Chef Rasmus Kofoed is the only competitor 
to have won all three trophies at the Bocuse 
d’Or cooking competition, so it’s no surprise 
that the chef’s competitive spirit and 
obsessively touched food have earned 
Geranium the distinction of being the only 
restaurant in Denmark with three Michelin 
stars; it’s almost too perfect that it’s located 
in the city’s soccer stadium.

Michelin Starred  Local Flavours Street food

An open faced sandwich is something you 
don’t want to miss in Copenhagen.
From all variations either with herrings, 
frikadelle or egg our forever favourite is 
Smørrebrød with roast beef! This local 
restaurant is arguably the place to go these 
days for a Danish lunch, elegant updated 
interior, and smørrebrødthat that feel just 
like in the old days.

Copenhagen is now in full bloom when it 
comes to food stands.
There are dozens of food stands,  and 
authentic street food markets where food 
cultures, ideas and initiative come together 
in one effort and the only parameters are 
that the food tastes good, is made from 
scratch, and is sustainable.
As much as we love it all we’ll always be 
faithful to Danish hot-dogs! :)

10-40 persons

biodynamic 
ingredients outdoor game

2 -3 hours up to 80 persons

local food city location 

1 hour no limit 

International outdoor 

Food is powerful. It brings us 
together, and shapes our 
memories.

Copenhagen a city where you will eat best 
smørrebrød, try perfect hot-dog, and find 
plenty Michelin starred restaurants.

Culinary offerings in Copenhagen are 
limitless, there’s never been a better time 
to eat in the town.
 
Copenhagen’s restaurants are more than 
just a food. The taste, interiors,  and 
service makes it a truly amazing culinary 
experience. 

If you are a foodie company, you should 
for sure consider Copenhagen as your next 
incentive destination! Danish pastry and 
microbreweries are waiting for you!

MUST TRYMUST VISIT MUST TRY



      Dine 

Raw & Beautiful
   

The listed building - and neighbour to the 
Little Mermaid - holds icons such as 

Henning Larsen, Arne Jacobsen, Verner 
Panton and Eva & Nils Koppel.

Lokomotiv EVENT VENUE

19:30-23:00 max capacity banquet 
500 persons

SCANDINAVIAN, INTERNATIONAL 

Combined with one of Scandinavia's 
greatest catering kitchens and its 
unrivalled views, Langelinie Pavillonen is 
a unique location to hold events and 
elegant dinners.

With almost 20 years' experience in the 
meeting and event industry, Langelinie 
crew offer meals and drinks of the highest 
quality with 100% "in-house" production.
Their ambition is to create facilities that 
burst the frameworks for quality, 
innovation, architecture and catering. 

The architecture and décor is historical. 
The food is modern, healthy and of an 
international class. The possibilities to 
create unique functions and events are 
endless.
Outdoor terrace, overlooking the sea is a 
perfect spot to start the evening with a 
glass of welcome drink, or to enjoy coffee 
after the diner.



Lokomotiv EVENT VENUE



+45 53538941 

hello@thehost-dmc.com

Henrik Rungs Gade 7, 1 th
2200 Copenhagen, Denmark

CVR-nr: 37973084

Thank you for your time!
We hope that, this sample presentation, made you even more 
curious about Copenhagen. 
We will be happy to create inspiring program designed to your 
company’s needs. 

Contact us for customized offer here : 

thehost-dmc.com

member of 

https://thehost-dmc.com/

